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1. Text Translation into Russian 

Traffic Rules & Regulations 

1) Introduction 

Do not Drive without these Documents 

1. Valid driving license 

2. Vehicle registration certificate 

3. Valid vehicle's insurance certificate 

4. Permit and vehicle's certificate of fitness (applicable only to transport vehicles) 

5. Valid Pollution Under Control Certificate 

On demand by a police officer in uniform or an officer of the Transport Department, produce 

these documents for inspection 

2) Rules of the Road 

General Rules Keep Left on a two-way road to allow traffic from the opposite direction to pass 

on your right and on a one-way road to allow vehicles behind you to overtake from your right. 

When Turning Left keep to the left side of the road you are leaving as well as the one you are 

entering. When turning right, move to the centre of the road you are leaving and arrive near the 

left side of road you are entering. 

Slow Down at road junctions, intersections, pedestrian crossings and road corners and wait until 

you are sure of a clear passage ahead. if you are entering a main road where traffic is not being 

regulated, give way to vehicles passing on your right. 

Hand Signals are necessary at certain times. When slowing down, extend your right 

arm palm down and swing it up and down; when stopping, raise your forearm vertically outside 

the vehicle; when turning right or changing lane to the right hand side, extend your right arm 

straight out, palm to the front; when turning left or changing lane to the left hand side, extend 

your right arm and rotate it in an anti-clockwise direction. 

 

  

To allow the vehicle behind you to overtake, swing your right arm backward and forward in a 

semi circular motion. Direction Indicators Better use directions indicators instead of 

hands singlals and both in case of any emergancy.Wearing a Helmet for Two Wheeler 

Drivers is a statutory requirement. The helmet must conform to the ISI standards and should 

bear the ISI mark. Helmet works as a shield for your head in case of a mishap. It is designed for 

your individual safety and not as a cover to avoid legal prosecution. For complete safety tie the 

strap properly otherwise the helmet may slip from your head in case of an accident head injury. 

(Turban wearing Sikhs are exempted from using a helmet). 

Do Not Park at or near a road crossing or on top of a hill or on a footpath; too near a traffic light 

or pedestrian crossing; on a main road or a road with heavy traffic; in front of or opposite 

another parked vehicle to cause obstruction; on roads that have a white line; near a bus- stop, 



school or hospital entrance; right next to a traffic sign thereby blocking it for others; at the 

entrance of a building; near a fire hydrant thereby blocking access to it; where parking is 

specifically prohibited. 

The Registration Mark of the vehicle should be clear, legible and visible at all times. Do not 

load the motor vehicle so as to obstruct the tail lights or any other lights or marks required on the 

vehicle for its safety. 

Do Not Drive on a one way road except in the direction permitted. Reversing into a one way 

street in the wrong direction, is also prohibited. 

Do Not Cross The Yellow Line dividing the road even while overtaking. On roads with defined 

lanes use appropriate indicator signal before changing lanes. 

Do Not Cross The Stop Line painted on the road when you stop at a road junction or 

intersection or a pedestrian crossing. In no case should your stationary vehicle project,beyond 

this line. 

Towing is Permitted only for mechanically disabled or incompletely assembled motor vehicles, 

registered trailers and side cars. Vehicles other than these may be towed for delivery to the 

nearest garage or petrol pump in case of untimely breakdown. 

Use The Horn only when essential and do not use it in a silence zone. Do not fit loud, multi-

toned or harsh and shrill sounding horns or alarms in your vehicle. Vehicles with altered 

silencers are also prohibited on the road. 

Directions Given to Drivers either through police officers regulating traffic or through road 

signs or traffic signals should be followed at all times. Violation of these is an offense. 

Maintain an Adequate Distance from the vehicle ahead of you to avoid collision if that vehicle 

suddenly slows down or stops. A chart to guide you on minimum braking time required at 

different speeds is given on page 33 for your information. 

Do Not Brake Suddenly except for safety reasons. 

On Mountains and Steep Roads the vehicle driving uphill must be given the right of way by 

vehicles coming downhill. If the road is not sufficiently wide, pull your vehicle to a stop on the 

side of the road and allow the driver going uphill to proceed first. 

When Road Repair Work is going on, slow down and drive at a speed not exceeding twenty 

five kilometers per hour. 

Drivers of Tractors and Goods Vehicles are prohibited from carrying passengers for hire or 

reward. In a tractor, the driver should not carry any other person and in a goods vehicle, he 

should not exceed the number of persons permitted in the driver's cabin. 

Do Not Carry Goods on a motor vehicle in a manner that may cause danger to any person, or 

load it thus that the goods extend laterally beyond the side, front or to the rear of the vehicle. 

Carrying of explosives, inflammable or dangerous substances by any public service vehicle is 

also prohibited. 

Carry Only One Pillion Rider on your two wheeler. You must carry the rider only on the back 

seat. Do not allow any rider to sit or stand in front of you (not even children). It is not only 

illegal but often becomes dangerous because sudden braking may throw out the child or person 

hitting the vehicle in front. It is a violation of law to carry goods on your two wheeler as the rider 

may lose balance easily leading to accidents. 

Do Not Drive Backwards longer than necessary, and do ensure that you do not cause danger or 

inconvenience to any other person or vehicle while doing so. 

Do Not Drive on the road if you are unwell or after taking medication that is likely to impair 

your driving abilities including tonics that may have an alcohol content in them. 

Sharing The Road Drivers often forget that roads are not just for them alone. This can make 

things difficult on the road for pedestrians, cyclists, scooterists and motor cyclists who do not 

have solid protections around them. They are entitled to your care and consideration. Always 

keep a close watch on other road users. Children, for example, may do unexpected things. 

Elderly pedestrians may move more slowly than you expect or may not see or hear you until you 

are too close. 



Always Give Way To Pedestrians if there is danger to their safety. Take extra care 

if they are children or elderly people. There are some obvious places and times where you should 

take extra care like shopping centres, busy intersections, schools, parks and residential areas 

where children and others have a greater need of crossing the road. Also, in wet weather, people 

may hurry and take risks. At night remember that pedestrians may not always be aware how hard 

it can be for you to see them. 

  

Be careful when approaching parked cars or buses. It is difficult to see or anticipate 

people crossing from behind them. Slow down at pedestrian crossings or intersections, especially 

if you are turning. You must give way to pedestrians on a pedestrian crossing. This means you 

must approach the crossing at a speed which will let you stop in time. Not all pedestrians look 

before they step onto a crossing. So watch out for anyone approaching and be ready to stop.You 

must stop if a pedestrian is on a school crossing. This applies even if there is no crossing 

supervisor present. Stop at the stop line until all pedestrians are off the crossing. 

Never Indulge in Zig-Zag Driving, especially on two wheelers. It is not only 

dangerous for you but is a danger for others also. Motorcycles have a high accelerating power. 

Don't misuse it. Don't overtake when it is not necessary. Remember, at higher speed the slightest 

collision can prove to be fatal. 

Do Not Overtake another vehicle that has stopped at a pedestrian school crossing. That driver 

may have stopped, or may be stopping, for a pedestrian you cannot see. 

You Must Give Way to pedestrians when you are entering or leaving private 

property such as a driveway. If you cannot see whether anyone is coming, sound your horn and 

then drive out very slowly. 

Cyclists and MotorCyclists have the same rights and responsibilities as drivers of larger 

vehicles. When overtaking cyclists, leave at least one metre clearance. Don't try to share the lane 

with them. Cycle riders are entitled to ride two abreast. Also, when you are about to alight from 

your car, check for bicycle riders or scooterists to avoid opening your door in their path. 

Children on cycles can also be unpredictable. Take extra care of them. 

Bicycles scooters and motorcycles are smaller than cars and therefore harder to see. 

A common cause of accidents is the failure of a right-turning driver to notice an oncoming 

motorcycle as motorcycle accelerate much faster than cars. What appears to be a safe gap in 

traffic may not be if there is an oncoming motorcycle or a scooter. 

Bicycles can travel surprisingly fast. 30 km/h is not unusual. Drivers can easily underestimate 

their speed. Be careful not to cut them off when turning in front of them. 

Most motorcycle crashes happen at intersections. Before turning, or entering an intersection, 

have one more look to make sure there's no motorcycle or bicycle there. Motorcyclists and 



cyclists can be hidden by trucks and buses which are overtaking them. Only move left or turn left 

from behind a large vehicle when you are sure the road is clear. 

Look Out for large, heavy, turning vehicles. When such a vehicle is turning, you must 

not pass on the left or right of the vehicle. If your vehicle comes between a large turning vehicle 

and the kerb, there is a likelihood of your vehicle getting crushed. Remember, long vehicles may 

use more than one lane when negociating turns. 

Overtaking When Overtaking do so from right of the vehicles you are passing. If the driver of 

the vehicle in front of you indicates that he is turning right, you may pass from his left. 

Remember not to cut in onto heavy vehicles. They need more room to slow down and stop. 

Do Not Overtake when you think it might endanger other traffic on the road; if the road ahead is 

not clearly visible, for example, near a bend or a hill. If you know that the vehicle behind you 

has begun to overtake you; if the driver ahead of you has not yet signalled his agreement that you 

pass him. 

If you cannot see for more than 150 metres ahead, because of a hill or curve or if the road is 

narrowing, avoid overtaking. 

If a vehicle has stopped at a pedestrian crossing, intersection or railway crossing, do not overtake 

it. 

In a multi-lane road, you must remember to give way to traffic already in the lane you are 

moving into. 

When Being Overtaken do not increase the speed of your own vehicle. This creates confusion 

for the driver trying to overtake you. 

Driving At Night There are fewer cars on the road at night. This does not increase your safety in 

any manner. This is because speeds are higher, people and bicycles are difficult to see and other 

motorists or pedestrians may have been drinking. Drive slowly and you will be able to react 

better. At higher speeds, the stopping distance exceeds the seeing distance thereby causing 

accidents. 

 
The driver will not see the cattle in time to stop the high beam is useful for extra seeing distance. 

However, you must dip your headlights to low beam when an approaching vehicle is within 

200m, or die other vehicle's headlights dip, whichever is sooner. Also dip your headlights when 

driving 200m or less behind another vehicle. 

 

Dip your lights for oncoming traffic 

 
Dip your lights when following other vehicles 

Remember not to use high beam in foggy conditions as your light reflects back, reducing 

visibility. Also remember to use your dipper at night.If oncoming traffic does not dip its high 

beam, look to the left side of the road and drive towards the left of your lane.If you are dazzled, 

slow down or pull over until your eyes recover. 

How To Stop Quickly 

 



The best way to stop quickly is to drive slowly. Sometimes, unexpected things happen quickly. 

A driver can pull out of a side street without warning. A pedestrian can suddenly step out from 

behind a parked car. A truck can drop some of its load. A scooterist or motorcyclist could hit a 

pot-hole and fall off. If you are travelling too fast, it may be difficult to avoid an accident. In the 

diagram below one of the cars is driving at a speed higher by only 10 km/h. A truck suddenly 

pulls up in front. If both drivers brake hard at the same time, one car will avoid a collision while 

the other will strike the truck at 30 km/h. (These calculations are based on ideal road conditions, 

good drivers and well-maintained cars. This may not be the case always.) 

Right of Way At some crossroads there are no traffic lights or signs. When you come to one of 

these intersections you must give way to vehicles travelling in the intersection on your right as 

marked below: 

 
Red car has to give way to other oncoming vehicles. You must also give way to the right at 

intersections where the lights have failed. If yours and an oncoming vehicle are turning right at 

an intersection both cars should pass in front of each other. 

If the other drivers do not give way to you, do not commit the same mistake they are 

doing. Give way to fire engines and ambulances by driving your vehicles to the side of the road. 

Give way to pedestrians at crossings that are not regulated. Give way to traffic already in the 

lane you are moving into. INTERSECTION At T-intersections the vehicle travelling on the road 

that ends must give way to any vehicle traveling on the road that continues (unless otherwise 

sign-posted). The give way to the right rule does not apply to T-intersections. 

Red Car has to give way to Blue Car 

 

Roundabouts and How to Approach Them 

An intersection with a central traffic island is called a roundabout. Give way to 

vehicles already on the road. If you are turning, as you approach or exit the roundabout, you 

must use your indicator to show where you are going. Always slow down and prepare to give 

way at a roundabout. Please follow lane markings on the road leading to the roundabout. 

If there are no lane demarcations, do not overtake from the left. Enter the roundabout when there 

is a safe gap in the traffic.When turning left, stay on the left. When going straight, from 

whichever lane you enter, drive in the same position through the roundabout. When turning right, 

drive close to the centre of the roundabout. Take care while changing position on the roundabout, 

particularly when exiting. 

Turning 

 
Remember to give way to pedestrians when turning to the left. When turning right, make proper 

hand or indicator signal, move as close to the centre line as possible and Turn only when there is 

no oncoming vehicle. 

U-Turn When Taking a U-Turn signal by hand the way you would for a right turn, observing 

the traffic behind you in your rear view mirror at the same time. Do not take a U-turn where it is 

specifically prohibited. 



U-turns can be dangerous. Be extra careful while taking one. Make sure it is safe and let other 

motorists know by signalling at least 30 metres before you turn. 

Remember U-turns cannot be made at traffic lights, on high-ways or if your U-turn disrupts 

traffic. Also U-turns are prohibited on a road marked with any single unbroken line or double 

centre lines whether or not one line is broken. 

3) Traffic Police Hand Signals 

 
 

 
 

4) Traffic Signals 

 
Stop: 
Stop well before the stop line, and don't crowd the intersection. This not only obstructs a clear 

view of the intersection for other road users, but also make the zebra crossing unsafe for the 

pedestrians. You are allowed to turn left at the red signal unless there is a sign specifically 

forbidding you to do so. When turning, yield the right of way to pedestrians and vehicles from 

other directions. 

 

Be Alert: 

 
The Amber light gives time to vehicles to clear the road when the signal is changing from green 

to red. If caught in the Amber signal in the middle of a large road crossing do not press your 

accelerator in panic but do continue with care. 

 

Go: If first in line, do not go tearing off at the green signal but pause to see whether vehicles 

from other directions have cleared the road. 

Sometimes you are allowed to turn left or right too, unless separate signs exist for each direction. 

if turning, yield the right of way to pedestrians and vehicles from other directions. 

 

 

Steady Green Arrow Signal: 
Proceed with caution in the direction indicated by the arrows. Remember that you must yield to 

all pedestrians and vehicles already in the intersection. 



 

 

Flashing Red Signal: 
You must come to a complete stop, yield to all other traffic and to pedestrians. Proceed only 

when the way is clear. 

 

Flashing Amber Signal: 
You should slow down and proceed with caution. 

 

1. Text Translation into Russian 

Why businesses should be wary of going after eBay fakes 

Exercise 1. Read and learn the following words and expressions. 

lawless - беззаконный, попирающий законы; противозаконный, преступный 

infringement - нарушение (закона, клятвы) 

intellectual property – интеллектуальная собственность  

unprecedented scale - беспрецедентный масштаб 

intermediaries - посредник  

middleman - комиссионер; агент, маклер, посредник 

immune - пользующийся неприкосновенностью, иммунитетом 

prosecution - судебное преследование, предъявление иска 

infringing material - контрафактный материал 

burdensome - обременительный, тягостный, тяжѐлый, тяжкий  

copycat  - подражатель 

liability - обязательство, ответственность  

allegations  - заявление (обычно перед судом)  

merit - заслуга, достоинство, добродетель 

injunction -  судебный запрет, запретительная норма 

Why businesses should be wary of going after eBay fakes 

The Internet may not be completely lawless, but it does facilitate infringement of intellectual 

property laws on an unprecedented scale.  

How do you stop infringement when it is occurring on such a huge scale? Some companies have 

gone after the intermediaries such as eBay and Facebook, which provide the platform on which users can 

exchange goods and content so freely.  

As the law stands, however, the middlemen are generally immune from prosecution provided they 

remove infringing material from their sites as soon as they are notified of any potential infringement. 

 This sound like a sensible approach. lt gives lP owners a quick and efficient mechanism for 

protecting their rights without placing burdensome restrictions on popular sites such as eBay. But there is 

a catch. lP owners keen to prevent copycatting of their products, brands and ideas are often unaware that 

asserting what they consider to be genuine rights may give rise to liability. 

 It may seem surprising, but lP owners who request intermediaries remove "infringing" products 

from their sites can themselves be sued for an injunction and damages by the person or company they 

have accused.  

The rationale is: an accusation that a business has infringed lP rights may result in that business 

ceasing to sell the allegedly infringing item. The business as a result may lose revenue, while public 

allegations may damage its reputation. The allegations may be made by a competitor or in bad faith; and 
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even if they are made honestly, they may have no legal basis. In the UK, the law on patents, trade marks 

and designs makes such allegations actionable.  

Take eBay's Verified Rights Owner (VeRO) programme. Under VeRO, you can notify eBay, via an 

online form, that there is material on the auction site infringing your intellectual property rights, such as a 

design right or a patent. eBay's standard response is to remove the highlighted material without - 

understandably, for reasons of expediency - any investigation of the merits of the claim. This immediately 

deprives the seller of his point of sale. eBay is contractually entitled to do this, but what if the VeRO 

notification is unfounded and there is no infringement? The alleged registered design right or patent may 

not have been granted. You may not actually own the right in question. Or there may just be no 

infringement. 

Notification programmes such as VeRO are therefore a double-edged sword: at first sight, they are 

useful tools for lP owners to have infringing material removed from the lnternet. But unsuspecting lP 

owners can find themselves on the receiving end of an injunction or damages claim.  

This puts the UK out of line with other countries in Europe and elsewhere, where no such 

provisions apply. For the time being, lP owners should be cautious about notifying an ISP of alleged 

infringement. 

Exercise 2.  Translate the following terms and word combinations, write down unknown words.   

 

completely lawless; facilitate infringement; intellectual property; unprecedented scale; prosecution; 

infringing material; potential infringement; infringing item; legal basis; via an online form; a double-

edged sword; highlighted material; damage its reputation; reasons of expediency 

 

Exercise 3.  Find the equivalents of the following word combinations in the text. 

 

посредник; контрафактный материал; судебное преследование; беспрецедентный масштаб; 

подражатель; судебный запрет; заявление; пользующийся неприкосновенностью 

 

Exercise 4.  Translate the following sentences.   

 

1) The Internet may not be completely lawless, but it does facilitate infringement of intellectual property 

laws on an unprecedented scale. 

2) As the law stands, however, the middlemen are generally immune from prosecution provided they 

remove infringing material from their sites as soon as they are notified of any potential infringement. 

3) It may seem surprising, but lP owners who request intermediaries remove "infringing" products from 

their sites can themselves be sued for an injunction and damages by the person or company they have 

accused. 

4) This puts the UK out of line with other countries in Europe and elsewhere, where no such provisions 

apply. 

5) This immediately deprives the seller of his point of sale. 

 

 

Exercise 5. Which of the following statements are true and which are false? 

1) Some companies have gone after the intermediaries such as eBay and Facebook, which provide 

the platform on which users can exchange goods and content so freely. 

2) This sound like a sensible approach. 

3) In the UK, the law on patents, trade marks and designs makes such allegations actionable. 

4) You may actually own the right in question. 

5) But unsuspecting lP owners can’t find themselves on the receiving end of an injunction or 

damages claim. 



 

GRAMMAR 

 

Past Simple 

Form 

Subject + verb  -ed/irregular verb  

Subject didn't infinitive 

 

He watched tv  

He didn't watch tv 

Did he watch tv ?  

 

She wrote a poem 

She didn't write a poem  

Did she write a poem ?  

 

Usage 

Yesterday, a week ago, last year…. 

An action is already over: We visited a museum yesterday. 

Repeated action in the past : Every morning she did her exercises. 

A successions actions in the past: One hour ago he locked his door and left the 

house. 

 

Grammar exercises:  

Exercise 6. Put the verbs into the simple past: 

Last year I (go) _______ to England on holiday. 

It (be) _______fantastic. 

I (visit) _______ lots of interesting places. I (be) _______with two friends of mine . 

In the mornings we (walk) _______in the streets of London. 

In the evenings we (go) _______to pubs. 

The weather (be) _______ strangely fine. 

It (not / rain) _______a lot. 

But we (see) _______some beautiful rainbows. 

Where (spend / you) _______your last holiday? 

Exercise 7. Write the past forms of the irregular verbs. 

infinitive Past Simple 

Meet  

Drive  

Speak  

Put  

Write  

Sing  

Do  

Sit  

Stand  

run  

Exercise 8. Choose "Was“ or "Were“: 

The teacher _______nice.        

The students _______very clever.     



But one student _______in trouble.      

We _______sorry for him.              

He _______nice though. 

TESTS 

Test № 1 The Present Simple Tense 

1. The child ______ to school every day. 

A) will goes 

B) go 

C) goes 

2. His father ______ him there in his car. 

A) take 

B) takes 

C) taken 

D) carries 

3. She always ______ lunch at school. 

A) takes 

B) have 

C) has 

4. Richard’s life in Paris is a bit difficult. He ______ only English. 

A) understand 

B) doesn’t understand 

C) doesn’t know 

D) knows 

5. What’s the matter? You ______ very sad. 

A) look 

B) looks 

6. Liz is very good at tennis. She ______ every game. 

A) gets 

B) won 

C) wins 

D) is 

7. Winter is warm here. It ______ very seldom. But sometimes it ______. 

A) rain, snows 

B) snows, rains 

C) snow, rain 

D) rains, snow  

8. Helen is on a diet. She ______ very little. 

A) doesn’t eat 

B) eats 

C) ate 

 

9. He ______ in a hurry. 

A) is 

B) be 

C) doesn’t be 

10. The exams at school ______ in June. 

A) have 

B) start 

C) starts 
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11. Linda and I ______ for a company, which ______ cars. 

A) works, produces 

B) work, produces 

C) work, produce 

12. I ______ work at ten o’clock, and Linda ______ to the office at nine. 

A) start, comes 

B) start, goes 

C) start, come 

13. She ______ at typing, she ______ letters and reports every day.  

A) be good, writes 

B) is good, make 

C) is good, writes 

14. I sometimes ______ my friend translate letters, as I ______ French rather well. 

A) help, don’t know 

B) don’t help, know 

C) help, knew 

D) help, know 

15. The secretary ______ the phone calls, sometimes she ______ visitors around the factory. 

A) answer, show 

B) don’t answer, shows 

C) answers, shows 

16. She ______ her job. She ______ to be a secretary. 

A) isn’t liked, wants 

B) doesn’t like, wants 

C) don’t like, want 

17. Helen often ______ meetings for her boss and other managers of the company. 

A) don’t arrange 

B) arrange 

C) arranges 

 

18. They ______ to going to bed late at night. 

A) are not accustomed 

B) don’t accustomed 

C) accustom 

19. Nelly ______ TV three times a week. 

A) likes 

B) don’t watch 

C) watches 

20. ______ you ______ where your brother ______ ? 

A) Do ... know, is 

B) Do ... know, was 

C) Are ... know, is 

 

Test № 2 The Present Continuous Tense 

1. Where are the children? It’s quiet at home. - They (lie) on the carpet and (draw). 

A) lie, are drawing 

B) are lieing, drawing 

C) are lying, drawing 

2. What you (do) now? - I (look for) my key. I can’t open the door. 

A) What do you do, I look for 
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B) What are you do, I looking for 

C) What are you doing, I’m looking for 

D) What you doing, I’m looking for 

3. Listen! Somebody (sing) a lovely song. 

A) sing 

B) is singing 

C) are singing 

4. Why you (put on) the coat? It’s sunny today.  

A) are you putting on 

B) do you put on 

C) will you put on 

D) are you puting on 

5. Don’t make so much noise. I (try) to work. 

A) tried 

B) ’m triing 

C) ’m trying 

6. Why you (cry)? Is anything wrong? 

A) do you cry 

B) are you crying 

C) have you crying 

 

7. I (listen) to you attentively. 

A) am listening 

B) listen 

8. What time Nick and Rosa (come) for dinner tonight?  

A) is Nick and Rosa coming 

B) Nick and Rosa are coming 

C) do Nick and Rosa come 

D) are Nick and Rosa coming 

9. I’m sure you (make) the right choice. 

A) will be made 

B) are making 

C) make 

10. Take your umbrella. It (rain) cats and dogs. 

A) rained 

B) are raining 

C) is raining 

11. Why you (not/hurry)? I (wait) for you. 

A) are you not hurry, am waiting 

B) aren’t you hurrying, waiting 

C) aren’t you hurrying, ’m waiting 

D) don’t you hurry, am waiting  

12. I don’t speak any foreign languages, but I (learn) English now. 

A) am learning 

B) learn 

13. We (spend) next weekend at home. 

A) spent 

B) are spending 

C) ’re spend 



14. I (meet) Liz tonight. She (come) from Cork. 

A) will meet, comes 

B) am meeting, coming 

C) am meeting, ’s coming 

15. He (go) to speak to his parents. 

A) went 

B) is going 

C) goes 

16. At the moment we (fly) over the desert. 

A) ’ve flying 

B) flied 

C) are flying 

 

17. Have some hot tea. It (get) chilly. 

A) getting 

B) is geting 

C) ’s getting 

18. I (die) to see him. 

A) am dying 

B) ’ve died 

C) am died 

D) am diing 

19. My Dad (work) overtime this week. 

A) works 

B) are working 

C) is working 

20. They (live) in a rented house these days. 

A) were living 

B) are living 

C) live 

 

Test № 3 The Past Simple Tensе 

1. There isn’t a cloud in the sky, but it (be) cloudy in the morning.A) lie, are drawing 

B) is 

C) was 

D) were 

2. Mrs. Clay usually finishes her work at half past three, but she (finish) it later yesterday afternoon.  

A) finish 

B) finishes 

C) finished 

3. Every day I help my Mom about the house, but last week I was very busy with my exam. So I 

(not/help) her much.  

A) not helped 

B) didn’t helped 

C) didn’t help 

4. Tom isn’t playing tennis tomorrow afternoon, he (not/play) tennis yesterday.  

A) doesn’t play 

B) didn’t play 

C) didn’t played 
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5. We generally have lunch at 12.30, but yesterday we (have lunch) later.  

A) had lunch 

B) had lunch 

C) have lunched 

6. Now my brother smokes a lot, but he (not/ smoke) before.  

A) hadn’t smoked 

B) didn’t smoke 

C) not smoked 

7. The Frasers live in four-room apartment, but last year they (live) in a small house in the country.  

A) were living 

B) did live 

D) lived 

8. I (get) to the market myself last time, but now I don’t remember how to get there.  

A) getted 

B) goted 

C) got 

9. How you (cut) your finger?  

A) How have you cut 

B) How you cutted 

C) How did you cut 

10.  Jack (try) to remember what he had done last April.  

A) was tried 

B) tried 

C) tryed 

11. Looking through the paper, the teacher (find) several mistakes.  

A) finded 

B) founded 

C) found 

12. He (meet) Mary and (fall) in love with her at first sight. 

A) had met, falled 

B) met, fell 

C) meeted, fell 

13. Helen (prefer) tea to coffee.  

A) preferred 

B) preffered 

C) prefered 

14. When you (write) to your parents last time? 

A) When do you writed 

B) When did you write 

C) When did you wrote 

15. Yesterday Mr. Watson (drink) too much at the party. 

A) drunk 

B) drinked 

C) drank 

16. Don’t worry about your letter. I (send) it the day before yesterday. 

A) sended 

B) have sent 

C) sent 

17. When I was a child, I (always/be) late for school. 



A) were always late 

B) was always late 

C) be always lated 

18. My husband (work) in the bank for three years since 1990 to 1993. 

A) was worked  

B) had worked 

C) worked 

19.  We (not/have) a holiday last year 

A) didn’t have 

B) haven’t had 

C) haven’t had 

20. When Jill (finish) school? 

A) When did Jill finished 

B) When was Jill finish 

C) When did Jill finish  
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